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Fog computing improves IoT systems by analyzing and storing data locally at the network edge. However, it is challenging to design a fog-based IoT system data flow as data transmissions must be agile
and resistant to network failures and disconnections. Data collected by sensors must persist in the fog,
even during a long disconnection period. When the connection is available again, the fog needs to
send the data immediately to the cloud. This paper proposes and evaluates the Fog-DaRe system for
supporting data flow resilience between fog and cloud during network availability and unavailability
situations. Fog-DaRe allows data persistence in the fog and uses different compression techniques to
reduce the data volume. We evaluate 10 data flow configurations in experiments with 5,000 simulated
sensors, computing hardware, and network metrics. The Fog-DaRe strategy yields different tradeoffs
for scenarios with network unavailability, lossy compression techniques, and data encryption. For example, our results reveal a reduction of at least 77.7% for fog-to-cloud batch transfer time and 81.5%
for fog storage usage when the network is unavailable. When the network between fog and cloud
is available, delay increases by 10% due to data buffering in the fog, but storage requirement drops
73.6%. Lossy data filtering yields a reduction of 83.3% in batch transfer time and 50% in storage.
Also, the compression of encrypted data increases storage usage and batch transfer time by 125%,
compared to plain data.

1. Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) collects, transmits, stores,
and analyzes data generated by physical devices connected
to a network [1]. An IoT system uses sensors that monitor
the environment context by collecting data and performs actions through actuators. IoT systems are usually based on
robust centralized cloud computing infrastructures to store
and process data and rely on distributed fog computing resources.
A fog-based IoT system can analyze and store data locally at the network edge, regardless of the availability of
an Internet connection to the cloud [2]. As the fog is at the
edge of an inherently distributed IoT system, it can process
sensor data locally and provide a faster response to actuators to change system behavior accordingly. Actions taken
by actuators may be, for example, turning on or off an irrigation system or increasing and decreasing the intensity of a
street lighting system [3]. Nevertheless, as the fog depends
on a centralized view of the system located at the cloud, a
current challenge is dealing with disconnections or network
failures for ensuring a resilient data flow from sensors up to
the cloud [4].
Resilient solutions for a fog data flow must deal with
data from thousands of sensors and consider memory, storage, and processing constraints of its computing nodes [5]
[6]. In the event of a network disconnection between fog
and cloud, the fog needs to store the data temporarily and
transmit it to the cloud when the connection returns. The
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longer the disconnection period, the larger the data volume
stored in the fog. Therefore, the fog must deal with large data
volumes to avoid storage overflow and long network delays
when the connection returns. We designed the Trustworthiness for IoT Framework (TW-IoT) [7] that considers various data resilience possibilities for a fog-based IoT system
data flow. However, TW-IoT focuses on general concepts
and does not propose and evaluate specific mechanisms.
This paper proposes the Fog-DaRe (Fog-based IoT Data
Resilience) system to provide data filtering and persistence
mechanisms preliminarily introduced by the TW-IoT framework. Fog-DaRe maintains the data flow continuity in the
communication between fog and cloud even under network
disconnections. Fog-DaRe guarantees fog computing resilience,
which is a vital trustworthiness requirement for computer
systems[8]. It also supports the data flow in the fog stage,
offering data resilience and filtering mechanisms when the
network is available or not. A disconnection-aware store
and forward mechanism can guarantee data resilience. On
the other hand, we can deploy multiple data filtering mechanisms in the Fog-DaRe system. Currently, we implemented
six filtering techniques: a) run-length-encoding (RLE) [9,
10, 11]; b) Zstandard [11, 12]; c) Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX) [13, 14, 15, 16]; d) Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) [13, 16]; e) standard deviation
based on the Chauvenet outlier removal technique [17, 18],
and; f) a naïve filter based on the arithmetic mean.
We conducted a performance analysis study of Fog-DaRe
using a smart farming context [19], for 5,000 simulated sensors, with ten data flow configurations, using the six filtering techniques, as well as a baseline case with no filtering.
We evaluate these configurations in two network availability
scenarios, including experiments with stable and unstable
network connections. For the latter, we generate an inter-
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ruption followed by a reconnection. In both scenarios, we
measure the network delay and throughput and the usage of
CPU, RAM, and storage. We also measure the batch transfer time after the connection returns for the scenario with a
disconnection period.
Our results reveal that the Fog-DaRe has a low impact
on CPU and RAM usage. For the connection availability
scenario, data filtering techniques have advantages for storage usage, imposing 10% more delay than applying no filtering method in the fog. On the other hand, we observe
substantial benefits for the batch transfer time for the disconnection scenario. In the worst case, the Fog-DaRe causes a
reduction of 77.7% in batch transfer time and 81.5% in storage usage, but it reduces the batch transfer time by 99% and
storage in the best case% usage by 98.8%. Our analysis unveils that each filtering configuration exposes particular advantages and disadvantages according to different metrics.
For example, using lossy or lossless compression techniques
directly impacts the data reduction and batch transfer time.
Compressing the received encrypted packets from mist demands less CPU and RAM usage.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to address fog resilience, focusing on resource constraints, transmission delay, and fog-to-cloud batch transmission time, evaluating distinct compression techniques combined with data
persistence mechanisms, using thousands of sensors in a smart
farm scenario. Therefore, the main contributions of this paper are (i) to propose a fog data persistency solution that
combines filtering to reduce the massive data volume generated by IoT applications, (ii) to evaluate the impact of data
filtering on fog-to-cloud batch transfer time after a disconnection event (iii) to clarify the tradeoffs between storage
and transmission delay for different filtering mechanisms in
a resilient fog system, and (iv) to discuss the tradeoffs related to fog filtering mechanisms and their implications to
fog computational resources.
We organize the rest of the work as follows: Section 2
presents the background, Section 3 describes the Related
Work, and Section 4 introduces the Fog-DaRe system. Section 5 explains our research methodology for the performance
analysis, where Section 6 presents the results. Section 7 discusses the results and lessons learned, and finally, Section 8
draws some conclusions and lines for future work.

2. Background
This section presents the stages of a distributed IoT system, resilience in IoT, and data filtering.

2.1. Stages of a Distributed IoT System
We consider a fog-based IoT system data flow passing
through a 4- stage distributed infrastructure comprised of
thing, mist, fog, and cloud [20]. Each stage corresponds to
a set of devices, equipment, and software components with
similar characteristics and roles (Fig. 1).
The thing stage contains sensors and actuators that collect data and act in an environment [4]. The mist stage is

Figure 1: IoT Stages.

directly connected to the thing stage, providing communication to sensors and actuators. Mist computing represents
another stage of a distributed IoT system between sensors
and actuators and the fog computing infrastructure [21, 22].
Although it can be considered another level of a hierarchical fog solution, the mist usually plays the role of a fieldinstalled radio gateway to provide communication to the connected devices [20]. Mist nodes can also process and store
data in a limited way [22]. The fog stage deals with massive
data and can analyze and store data locally at the network
edge, independently of an active Internet connection. However, given the high number of fog nodes, they have resource
constraints absent in the cloud [4]. The cloud stage provides
virtualized hardware resources with high computing capacity to store and analyze large data volumes [23].

2.2. Data Flow Resilience
Resilience refers to the system’s ability to prevent, mitigate, and resist failures [24]. Therefore, system resilience
is part of the definition of trustworthiness [8], which deals
with vulnerabilities. In an IoT system, resilience means supporting and recovering the communication, even with device
malfunction or network interruptions [25]. However, enforcing resilience demands additional computing resources, and
therefore an IoT system must be concerned about the typical resource constraints in the network edge, such as network bandwidth, battery, storage, RAM, and CPU) [26]. In
other words, there is a trade-off between achieving higher
resilience levels and using scarce computing resources for a
non-functional requirement.
Under network disconnections, the fog-based IoT system
can cope with this failure by maintaining service continuity
at the data level. For example, the system can use a fog-based
data persistence mechanism during a disconnection with the
cloud. However, assuming that long disconnection periods
may occur between IoT stages, the stored data can cause fog
memory overflow and long data transmission delays. For
that reason, the fog can use a data filtering mechanism to
solve this problem. The same reasoning is valid for data disconnections between the mist and the fog.
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2.3. Data Filtering
Data reduction (filtering, aggregation, and compression)
mechanisms optimize and yield positive impacts in data flow
between IoT stages [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. In an IoT healthcare system scenario, a fog node can use wavelet transforms
to extract ECG features, reducing the data size [27, 28]. Data
reduction mechanisms prevent the fog from transmitting a
large amount of unnecessary or redundant data to the cloud
[30]. The fog can use data filtering to aggregate data by categories, thus reducing the data size and data transmission rate
[29, 32]. Additionally, compressing IoT data reduces the device’s energy consumption because it reduces the transmission rate [28].
We refer to data reduction mechanisms (filtering, aggregation, and compression) as data filtering throughout this paper. Different techniques exist for data filtering, with differing performances and implications. Some techniques lose
data (called lossy techniques), where other techniques (called
lossless) preserve the whole dataset. For example, a naïve
filtering method based on the arithmetic mean loses data because after computing this technique, the mean value represents the dataset, and the original data is lost. On the
other hand, typical compression algorithms recover the entire dataset when uncompressed.
Computing the standard deviation can work as a lossy
filtering technique, within a range c of standard deviations.
The c constant delimits the records to be filtered, using the
Chauvenet technique to remove outliers [17, 18]. Instead
of eliminating outliers, it deletes the data outside the range
c. Run-length-encoding (RLE) is a compression technique
that aggregates data with repeated values [9, 10, 11]. We
can also modify the RLE technique to classify and join the
repeated data values in the same categories, preserving the
data values’ order in a data time series. The Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX) technique has many variants,
and it reduces the data size by aggregating similar data values in symbols, like a dictionary algorithm [13, 14, 15, 16].
Therefore, the SAX algorithm replaces numerical data, such
as temperature and moisture, with a symbol. The Piecewise Aggregate Approximation (PAA) method minimizes
the number of values in a data time series by aggregating
values using a calculation, which results in a few values representing the original time series [13, 16]. Zstandard is a
lossless compression algorithm to compress data files, and
it keeps original data when uncompressing [11, 12]. The
Zstandard compresses the data into a file, requiring decompression to access the original data file.

3. Related Work
There are studies on communication resilience for fog
and edge computing systems [33, 34, 35, 36]. Some studies
focus on replicating data from one fog node to others, which
demands more computing resources from the IoT system as
a whole [33, 34]. Jeong et al. consider self-healing mechanisms in case of fog failure by allocating a new fog node
and using data redundancy or data migration [35]. Also, Al-

Khafajiy et al. propose a load balancing mechanism between
fog nodes to deal with a large amount of data received from
end-node devices [36]. However, unlike our Fog-DaRe system, these investigations do not introduce mechanisms for
detecting and recovering faults in the event of network disconnections between fog and cloud.
Delay (or Disruption) Tolerant Networks (DTN) can store
data by a particular time during disconnection and send them
through the network when the link is available [37]. Some
studies relate DTN to fog-based IoT systems [38, 39, 40],
but they only deal with delay or packet loss metrics, neglect
fog resource constraints, and only cover particular scenarios. Luzuriaga et al. propose IBR-DTN, an architecture
for MQTT with DTN to evaluate the communication between a Raspberry Pi gateway and sensor boards [38]. They
vary the communication channel error by 0%, 25%, 50%, and
75% in three disconnection scenarios, no disconnection, 6minute disconnection, and 12-minute disconnection. However, they only consider seven sensor boards in the experiment and mention that IBR-DTN has no persistent storage,
using RAM for storing data.
Some studies use DTN in smart farming scenarios with
mobile nodes, where nodes transmit data, whenever they encounter each other [39, 40]. Kulatunga et al. evaluate a real
scenario by monitoring cows, where each cow carries data
(generating 100kB every 5 minutes) and transfer the data to
the farmer wearables or a gateway station. In this study, the
authors verify the relation between the distance, network delay, and devices’ energy consumption [39]. Castellano et al.
evaluate an architecture using DTN with mobile nodes, mentioning that the fog can use filtering and aggregation for data
cleaning, even though they do not apply these mechanisms
[40]. They use simulation to evaluate the delivery time and
delivery rate of bundles (packets), varying the connection
probability between devices in 10%, 25%, and 40%. They
also evaluate the same metrics during 1, 2, 4, and 6 seconds
of connection time. They realized that this architecture replicates packets, which causes a higher usage of RAM.
Moura and Hutchison mention that edge network devices
can "aggregate and synthesize useful information from the
received raw data" to reduce the high data volume in IoT
[41]. Some evaluate compression techniques to reduce the
data in the IoT systems studies [9, 11, 12, 42, 43], even though
they do not assess a scenario with the disconnection between
the IoT stages. Spiegel et al. propose the RLBE algorithm, a
modification in the RLE technique, to an IoT scenario, comparing RLBE against other lossless compression algorithms
and identifying that RLBE saves 60% of the energy required
the data to arrive in the end-nodes (thing stage) [9]. However, the research does not consider any resilience impact.
Routray et al. conceptually compare different compression algorithms in IoT [11]. They mention that it is a challenge to improve the network performance in low bandwidth
scenarios. A way to aim this goal is by reducing the irrelevant information transmitted. They mention the Zstandard,
LZ4, and LZO as algorithms which demand low bandwidth,
and they report the edge computing should compress the data
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because the thing nodes have no computing power to deal
with a large amount of data.
Gia et al. evaluate lossless compression algorithms (LZ4,
LZW, Huffman, and Zstandard) in edge/fog computing with
different devices (Raspberry Pi 3B, Intel UP, Intel i5, and
UP gateway) [12]. The authors perceived that the Zstandard
algorithm shown a better compression rate. However, they
only evaluate the compression rate and compression speed,
not the compression impact for IoT resilience.
Chandak et al. and Blalock et al. propose algorithms
to compress multivariate data time series, using prediction
models to reconstruct the data (based on previous data samples) [42, 43]. They use datasets from IoT scenarios to evaluate their algorithms against other compression techniques,
obtaining a compression and decompression ratio and speed.
Besides, neither Chandak et al. nor Blalock et al. proposed
the data compression for a resilient IoT data flow.
Fu et al. [44] proposed F2MC, a solution for managing
data between fog and multi-clouds that deals with data fault
tolerance and data reduction. However, their solution only
uses a unique data reduction mechanism, and the authors
do not evaluate F2NC in a scalable scenario with thousands
of sensors sending data in real-time nor consider network
device constraints like LPWAN. Sinaeepourfard et al. [45]
present a data management framework (F2C) to collect and
reduce data received by thousands of sensors. Their study
shows that the data volume can be reduced in IoT systems by
eliminating redundant data with a well-known ZIP compression algorithm. However, they do not consider other aspects
of resilience in their evaluation, including the impact of different data reduction methods in transmission speed after a
cloud disconnection and fog computational resources.

(iii) Resource constraints: Fog-DaRe uses as few computing resources as possible because our system does not
use additional computing resources to replicate or migrate data or fog nodes.

4.2. Fog-DaRe Data Flow

Fog-DaRe guarantees a reliable data flow in a multi-stage
IoT system by ensuring data flow continuity by providing
persistent data storage in the fog. To this end, two mechanisms are available: a) data filtering for reducing the data
volume transmitted through the IoT system stages and: b)
data persistence for storing data locally in the fog during network disconnections (Fig. 2).
The data flow passes through the four IoT stages, namely,
(i) thing nodes, (ii) mist nodes, (iii) fog nodes, and (iv) cloud.
The Fog-DaRe data path works as follows: (i) thing nodes
collect and send data to the mist; (ii) mist nodes forward the
data to the fog; (iii) fog nodes receive the data via different
protocols, such as MQTT or LoRaWAN, (iv) fog workers
store the original data in the Raw Data Queue, even under a
cloud network disconnection event, (v) fog worker filter the
data and insert it in the Filtered Data Queue and if the cloud
connection is available, (vi) fog nodes send the filtered data
to the cloud (Fig. 2).
A fog node can have multiple fog workers, and one fog
worker exclusively stores and filters data from one mist node.
Besides, each fog worker has different data flow configurations. Individually, each fog worker can implement none,
one, or two techniques for data filtering. As shown in Fig.
2, fog worker 1 receives data directly from mist node 1, then
stores, filters, and sends the data to the cloud. For example,
fog worker 2 receives data from the respective mist nodes
via a LoRaWAN server [46].
The benefit of data filtering is to reduce the packet trans4. The Fog-DaRe System
mission delay after returning the fog connection. When the
This section presents the Fog-DaRe system that focuses
link returns after a long disconnection period, a fog worker
on data communication resilience and fog constraints to imwithout any data filtering techniques takes longer to send all
prove the communication between fog and cloud, as a proof
data to the cloud. Delays in data transmission can cause
of concept for the data persistence and filtering of the TWdelays in IoT system decisions, and consequently, the IoT
IoT framework [7].
system makes erroneous decisions. Therefore, transmission
speed impacts the system’s trustworthiness.
4.1. Fog-DaRe Requirements
However, filtering data can also pose some difficulties
The Fog-DaRe system specifies and implements data perto specific IoT applications when the total data volume is
sistence and filtering mechanisms of TW-IoT [7], thus satnot preserved. For example, healthcare applications usuisfying data recoverability requirements and reducing data
ally need the original data not to cause erroneous decisions.
volumes transmitted throughout the IoT stages. The system
Therefore, a filtering method should not use lossy compresimplements the following requirements:
sion algorithms (as SAX or PAA) as they do not keep the
(i) Recoverability: Fog-DaRe guarantees recoverability (sur- original data [29]. One should only use lossless compresvivability) by avoiding data loss between fog and cloud,
sion algorithms to recover the original data (like Zstandard)
even under disconnections. In the event of a connecwhenever needed by the application.
tion failure between fog and cloud, the fog stores data
in a queue and continually checks the connection’s avail- 4.3. Fog-DaRe Data Filtering Methods
The Fog-DaRe currently provides six data filtering techability. When the link returns, the fog sends the stored
niques (Section 2.3), the RLE, Zstandard, SAX, PAA, fildata to the cloud.
(ii) Data filtering: Fog-DaRe reduces the data volume ustering by calculating the standard deviation (based on the
ing filtering techniques in the fog. For this reason, it
Chauvenet outlier removal technique) and filtering by calcureduces the time to send to the cloud all data stored in
lating the arithmetic mean. Our system starts the data filterthe fog after a reconnection event.
ing upon reaching the queue threshold, i.e., when the Raw
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Figure 2: Fog-DaRe Data Flow.

Data queue has a minimum number of packets for starting
the filtering process. We use the same queue threshold for
every filtering method, except for Zstandard during a disconnection event, which compresses the whole data volume.
We modified RLE to classify numeric data as categories,
where the first digits of the data values present each category.
For example, if the value is 14.96423, we consider that the
filter uses five digits (14.96) as a category to classify the data
using the RLE algorithm. Our modified RLE only stores the
category digits (14.96) and their number of occurrences in
the dataset instead of keeping the whole number. Therefore,
in our experiment, we treat RLE as a lossy compression algorithm.

4.4. Fog Worker Implementation
We implemented our fog workers using two threads (Fig.
3), where the first thread runs the Accumulator Component
and executes the Mosquitto MQTT broker [47] to receive
data from the mist. On receiving data from the mist, a fog
worker stores it in the Raw Data Queue, using the pqueue library [48]. The second thread corresponds to the Flow Component, which uses the data filtering methods and checks the
connection status to send the stored data to the cloud.
The Flow Component contains the modules named Connection Verifier, Data Filterer, and the Data Sender. The
Connection Verifier uses the RTT calculation to check the
availability of the connection to the cloud frequently. In a
network disconnection, the Accumulator Component continues to store the data in a queue persistently. Then, when the
link returns, the cloud receives the data from the fog worker
through the Data Sender. The Data Filterer is responsible
for filtering the stored data, and it is indifferent to a disconnection event. There are four operation modes for data filtering:

under regular system conditions, represented by the
filtering method A (Fig. 3);
• Single Disconnected Filtering: a single filtering technique only when the fog disconnects from the cloud,
represented by the filtering method B (Fig. 3);
• Double filtering: a filtering technique used for regular operation and another for network disconnection
(using both filtering methods, A and B);
• No filtering: our baseline option.
Assuming that the connection with the cloud communication is available, the fog worker checks whether it filters
the data or not (Fig. 3). Assuming a No filtering configuration, the fog worker reads the Raw Data Queue and sends
data to the cloud via the Data Sender (Fig. 3). When the
data flow configuration uses data filtering, the fog worker
waits for the queue threshold to perform the filtering (Section 4.3). If so, it reads the Raw Data Queue, filters the data
using one of the filtering techniques (by filtering method A),
and finally stores it in the Filtered Data Queue. After that,
the fog worker searches for filtered data stored in the Filtered
Data Queue and sends it to the cloud via the Data Sender.
For the scenario where fog and cloud are disconnected,
the fog worker may filter the data or not (Fig. 3). For a
No Filtering configuration, the fog worker waits for the connection to return. For a configuration with data filtering and
when the Raw Data Queue reaches the queue threshold (Section 4.3), the fog worker reads the data from the Raw Data
Queue, filters it (using filtering method B), and stores it in the
Filtered Data Queue. Thus, when the connection returns, the
fog worker sends the filtered data to the cloud by the Data
Sender.

• Single Connected Filtering: a single filtering technique
F. M. Ribeiro Junior and C.A. Kamienski: Preprint submitted to Elsevier
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Figure 3: Fog Worker Data Flow.

5. Research Methodology

5.1. Metrics

During the experiments, we collect and compute the folOur experimental environment emulates a fog-based IoT
lowing metrics:
system that duly represents a smart farming system [19].
Fig. 4 depicts our testbed with the testing environment com• Delay: The end-to-end delay (one-way delay) meaposed of four IoT stages: (i) Thing: the SenSE sensor simusured between the thing and the cloud states. We record
lator [49] generates workload representing LoRaWAN sentimestamps at packet creation for each LoRa packet
sors that capture temperature and humidity data; (ii) Mist:
generated in the thing stage by SenSE.
SenSE also abstracts the LoRaWAN gateway in the mist,
• CPU and RAM Usage: CPU and RAM usage is measince our focus is to analyze the connection between fog and
sured every second for Mosquitto, ChirpStack, and
cloud; (iii) Fog: a fog worker receives data from the mist usFog-DaRe processes using the ps Linux command. As
ing the ChirpStack LoRaWAN Server [46]; (iv) Cloud: runs
the CPU has eight cores, we convert the values accorda Mosquitto MQTT broker and a FIWARE IoT Agent [50]
ingly.
representing a data consumer.
The testbed comprises two physical servers running three
• Packet loss rate: computed by comparing the number
virtual machines for playing the role of thing/mist, fog, and
of packets received by the Mosquitto brokers installed
cloud nodes. The thing/mist and fog nodes run on a Linux
in the fog and the cloud.
Ubuntu 18.04 operating system, with an Intel i5-8265U processor at 1.60GHz and 8GB RAM. The cloud VM runs on
• Storage Usage: the disk or SSD space used in the fog
a Linux Ubuntu 18.04 operating system, with four 2.4GHz
for data storage.
CPU cores and 8GB RAM. Both physical servers are con• Throughput: This metric is the data throughput renected by a network, with an average RTT of 5.67ms ± 3.3ms.
ceived in the cloud and measured every second by the
The SenSE simulator generates encrypted LoRaWAN packifstat Linux command.
ets and publishes them via MQTT in the fog, where the ChirpStack server receives them. ChirpStack decrypts the packet
• Batch transfer time: time for all packets stored by Fogpayload and passes it to the fog worker to be stored, filtered,
DaRe in the fog to arrive in the cloud after the network
and transmitted to the cloud.
connection returns. It is the subtraction of the timestamps of the last and the first packets to arrive in the
cloud.
F. M. Ribeiro Junior and C.A. Kamienski: Preprint submitted to Elsevier
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4.
5.

Figure 4: Data Flow for the Experimental Environment.

5.2. Input Dataset and Workload Generation
We used a dataset containing air humidity and temperature values from Spain [51] as the basis for our synthetic
input dataset. This dataset is not compatible with a scenario with 5,000 sensors because it includes records measured every minute. Using the original data as a parameter (one record per minute), we generated 5,000 datapoints
every ten minutes, following a fitted Gaussian distribution.
In other words, we simulated 5,000 sensors sensing the environment every ten minutes and sending data to the cloud
via the Fog-DaRe system. We also created a second dataset
with identical humidity and temperature values to evaluate
the system performance under typical circumstances of an
agricultural setting [32].
The SenSE simulator reads the input data and generates
the experiments’ workload simulating sensors in the thing
stage, each sensor sending data every ten minutes. Each
record is encapsulated in a LoRaWAN packet with approximately 481 bytes.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

has a constant c for denoting a range of standard deviations, which here is c=1 (section 2.3);
Zstd: uses the Zstandard compression algorithm for data
filtering (Fig. 6);
ZstdEncrypt: uses the Zstandard compression algorithm
for data filtering but does not use the LoRaWAN ChirpStack server as they use encryption in the thing stage. In
this configuration, the fog worker compresses the original
encrypted data that arrive in the fog (Fig. 7);
ZstdIdentical: uses the Zstandard compression algorithm
for data filtering operating on the dataset with identical
values;
RLE: uses the run-length-encoding (RLE) algorithm for
data filtering
RLEIdentical: uses the RLE algorithm for data filtering
operating on the dataset with identical values;
SAX: uses the SAX algorithm for data filtering;
PAA: uses the PAA technique for data filtering;

Figure 5: Data Flow - NoFilter & ChirpStack LoRaWAN Network Server.

5.3. Experimental Configurations
We evaluate 10 data-flow configurations for the Fog-DaRe
features of resilience and filtering. Resilience is tested by
disconnecting the network between fog and cloud for a period and reconnecting it again. We explore two scenarios
of network connection: a) Scenario 1 (Network-On), where
the network connection between fog and cloud is continually operating throughout the 60 seconds of the experiment;
b) Scenario 2 (Network-On-Off-On), where the network between fog and cloud starts connected for 15 seconds, faces
a period of disconnection (we tested 5 and 30 minutes) and
reconnects again for 5 minutes.
In some cases, several sensors report identical values for
extended periods, such as soil moisture, air humidity, temperature, or even binary values like a light detector (on or
off). For that reason, we considered in our experiments two
configurations that receive identical values of temperature
and air humidity as input data.
For each network connection scenario, we explore ten
cases of filtering techniques, with a queue threshold of 25
packets:
1. NoFilter: the fog worker does no use any filter (Fig. 5);
2. Mean: uses the arithmetic mean as the filtering method
(Fig. 6);
3. StdDev: uses the standard deviation method based on the
Chauvenet technique for data filtering. This technique

Figure 6: Data Flow – Filtering Methods & ChirpStack LoRaWAN Network Server.

Figure 7: Data Flow - ZstdEncrypt Configuration.

6. Results
Our evaluation considers 30 replications of each experiment, from which we calculate the arithmetic mean of the
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Table 1
Network Delay, Throughput, CPU, RAM, and Storage Usage for Scenario 1.
Configuration
RLEIdentical
Mean
RLE
Zstd
ZstdIdentical
ZstdEncrypt
SAX
PAA
StdDev
NoFilter (1 packet)
NoFilter (25 packets)

Delay (seconds)
3.56
3.58
3.62
3.63
3.62
3.59
3.59
3.63
3.62
0.30
3.24

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.05
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.01
0.07

Throughput (kB/s)
2.71
2.50
2.47
2.69
2.78
3.12
2.50
2.37
2.90
7.89
7.89

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.02
0.09
0.10
0.06
0.07
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.07
1.16
1.16

metrics, also calculating the mean and standard deviation of
these 30 means. Having these statistics, we calculate the
95% asymptotic confidence intervals. We do not present results for packet loss as the loss rate was 0% in all experiments.

6.1. Scenario 1: Network Availability between Fog
and Cloud
Scenario 1 considers a stable network connection during the experiments, and the worker filters the data every 25
packets sending the resulting filtered data immediately to the
cloud. As introduced in section 5.3, we used nine filtering
methods: Mean, StdDev, Zstd, ZstdEncrypt, ZstdIdentical,
RLE RLEIdentical, SAX, and PAA. Besides, we also conducted experiments with NoFilter as the baseline. In this
scenario, we also calculate the delay for every 25 packets
using NoFilter to compare it to the other configurations.
Table 1 shows the packet delay metric, where we can observe that all nine filtering techniques render similar values
with overlapping confidence intervals. On the other hand,
when the fog forwards packets to the cloud with NoFilter
(even considering 25 packets), the delays cost 10% less than
the filtering techniques. One can realize that four seconds
may be considered an acceptable delay for most applications,
but not for all of them. For example, connected cars need a
real-time response from the computing infrastructure, which
may require fast fog-based processing times.
The NoFilter configuration presents, on average, the highest value for throughput compared to the other configurations. The nine data filtering configurations revealed similar results for throughput, from which Zstd and its variants
ZstdIdentical and ZstdEncrypt achieved the highest throughput. The reduction factor achieved by the filtering techniques
varies from 2.53 (7.89 / 3.12) for ZstdEncrypt to 3.33 (7.89 /
2.37) for PAA (Table 1). Even though the overall bandwidth
required is low, one must consider that our results represent
an agricultural setting where sensors send data every 10 minutes. In a vast IoT deployment and more constant data transmission, reducing the network usage two to three times may
significantly differ.
The SAX and PAA configurations recorded the highest

CPU Usage (%)
5.78
5.79
5.71
5.67
5.77
1.27
6.65
7.67
5.84
5.71
5.71

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.10
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.01
0.11
0.24
0.11
0.12
0.12

RAM Usage (%)

Storage Usage (kB)

1.12 ± 0.01
1.13 ± 0.01
1.12 ± 0.11
0.93 ± 0.01
0.93 ± 0.01
0.24 ± 0.001
2.73 ± 0.14
2.63 ± 0.01
1.13 ± 0.01
0.93 ± 0.01
0.93 ± 0.01

1.28 ± 0.01
1.34 ± 0.01
4.01 ± 0.04
8.77 ± 0.09
2.68 ± 0.03
29.15 ± 0.16
4.97 ± 0.05
6.95 ± 0.07
13.29 ± 0.46
110.50 ± 0.18
110.50 ± 0.18

CPU usage, an average of 6.65% ± 0.11% and 7.67% ± 0.24%,
respectively (Table 1). The ZstdEncrypt configuration demands less CPU usage than the others because it is the only
configuration that does not use a LoRaWAN Server on fog
node (Section 5.3), in contrast to the others that need the
LoRaWAN Server to decrypt the payload. The remaining
configurations present a statistical tie for CPU usage. We
perceive the Zstd demands at least four times higher CPU
than ZstdEncrypt (5.67/1.27), and it happens because Zstd
additionally uses the ChirpStack LoRaWAN Server.
The SAX and PAA configurations had the highest average
percentage values for RAM usage. The ZstdEncrypt configuration registered the lowest RAM usage (Table 1) by compressing the encrypted data. Contrasting Zstd, ZstdIdentical,
and NoFilter with ZstdEncrypt, we evidence that ZstdEncrypt achieves a 3.87 (0.93/0.24) reduction factor for RAM
usage compared to the other configurations.
We observe that when the input data have identical temperature and humidity values, the configurations that use the
Zstandard and RLE algorithms require less storage usage
than when the input data have different values. We observe
that even the filtering techniques with the highest storage
usage like ZstdEncrypt, StdDev, or Zstd have a reduction
in storage usage by 3.79 (110.5/29.15), 8.31 (110.5/13.29),
and 12.59 (110.5/8.77), respectively. Therefore, even when
filtering data with a lossless compression algorithm, FogDaRe reduces the storage needs for our evaluated input data
at least twelve times.

6.2. Scenario 2: Network Unavailability between
Fog and Cloud
We conducted two experiments for the disconnection scenario between fog and cloud, each with distinct periods of
five and 30 seconds. In both cases, the connection returns
after the disconnection period. Fig. 8 shows that the batch
transfer time has a proportional behavior for the 5-minute
and 30-minute disconnection experiments. We also perceive
a similar behavior for storage usage in both experiments (Fig.
9) and scenario 1 (Table 1).
When the connection returns, the NoFilter configuration
has the highest batch transfer time (Fig. 8). For the configu-
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Figure 8: Batch transfer time after the connection return,
with (a) 5 minutes disconnection and with (b) 30 minutes
disconnection (different scales).

Figure 9: Storage Usage in Scenario 2, with (a) 5 minutes
disconnection and (b) with 30 minutes disconnection (different
scales).

rations with different input data, Mean and RLE present the
lowest batch transfer times. Remarkably, the values achieved
116 (15.08/0.13) and 107.97 (86.38/0.8) times lower than
using NoFilter for 5 and 30 minutes disconnection, respectively. However, ZstdIdentical achieved the lowest batch transfer time for identical input data (Fig. 8a).
For scenario 1 (Section 6.1), NoFilter presents the lowest
delay, though requiring higher storage space. However, during disconnection, NoFilter storage usage is cumulative, increasing faster than the other configurations with time. The
consequence is more data to be transmitted to the cloud when
the connection returns. For this reason, when the link returns, the all-other filtering configurations present a lower
batch transfer time than NoFilter in scenario 2.
RLEIdentical requires less storage space for both disconnection experiments, 5 and 30 minutes (Fig. 9). However, the Mean configuration demands less storage usage for
both disconnection situations with different input data, with
6.6kB ± 0,01 for the 5 minutes (Fig. 9a) and 39.9kB ± 0,09
for 30 minutes (Fig. 9b). We observe data reductions for
all filtering configurations comparing to NoFilter. The storage usage reduction is more evident when we compare StdDev or ZstdEncrypt to NoFilter, where we perceive a data
reduction of 5.39 (3.416/632.7) and 9.08 (3.416/375.9) for
the 30-minute disconnection experiment.

ZstdEncrypt achieves the lowest CPU (Fig. 10) and RAM
usage (Fig. 11) for disconnection times. In contrast, PAA
and SAX had the highest CPU and RAM usage. The NoFilter, RLEIdentical, RLE, Mean, Zstd, ZstdIdentical, and StdDev configurations had a statistical tie for CPU with 30 minutes disconnection (Fig. 11b). NoFilter achieved the lowest RAM usage for 30 minutes (Fig. 11b) among the LoRaWAN Server configurations. The exception is ZstdEncrypt that does not use a LoRaWAN Server. Therefore, even
in the worst case, Fog-DaRe filtering considerably reduces
data storage usage and batch transfer time.

6.3. Estimated Behavior for Long-Time
Disconnections
In sections 6.1 and 6.2, we observed that the storage usage and batch transfer time metrics increase linearly with
time. As the disconnection time rises, the fog may run out
of storage capacity, and the time for sending data after a reconnection may create bottlenecks in the network between
cloud and fog. Also, it can impact the update of analytical or data-oriented application models, rendering outdated
models. Thus, we estimated the behavior for these metrics
varying the disconnection time between 5 minutes and 24
hours. In a smart farming scenario, the connection may take
some hours to return after a disconnection. Also, we be-
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Figure 10: CPU Usage in Scenario 2, with (a) 5 minutes disconnection and (b) with 30 minutes disconnection.

Figure 11: RAM Usage in Scenario 2, with (a) 5 minutes
disconnection and (b) with 30 minutes disconnection.

lieve 24-hour disconnection is reasonable because, in other
IoT applications, the fog can process the local data to make
decisions and keep the system working for a period without
cloud communication. However, the disconnection time is
relative, and it depends on the fog constraints.
Fig. 12 depicts that NoFilter may impose a batch transfer time of 4,146.3 seconds for a 24-hour disconnection. It
means that the fog needs approximately 69 minutes for sending all stored data to the cloud after the connection returns.
Even Zstd, which preserves the original data after decompression and has not the lowest batch transfer time, takes
85.2 seconds to transfer the data (Fig. 12), a reduction factor
of 48.77 (4,146.3/85.2).
The Mean configuration has the lower batch transfer time
after a 24-hour disconnection, with varied input data. However, when the input data is identical, ZstdIdentical achieved
the lowest time with 16 seconds. We also perceive that even
compared with the worst case, using SAX, NoFilter takes
4.48 (4,146.3/923.9) times higher to transfer the data to the
cloud (Fig. 12).
NoFilter required 163.97 MB of storage during a 24hour disconnection (Fig. 13), but even Zstd used only 8.2%
(13.49/163.97) of the necessary space by NoFilter (Fig. 13).
Even for the worst cases, using ZstdEncrypt or StdDev, NoFilter uses 5.39 (163.97/30.38) and 9.08 (163.97/18.04) times
the storage space. Therefore, the configurations with filter-

ing techniques significantly impact storage usage comparing
to the NoFilter configuration.
For datasets with identical input data, RLEIdentical has
the lowest storage usage (1,478 MB), which is 3.87 (5,731
/1,478) times lower than RLE with different input data values. This behavior happens because the RLE algorithm combines the amount of identical data into a single category. The
ZstdIdentical needs only 19% (2,575/13,488) of the storage
used by Zstd. However, when the input data has different
values, the Mean configuration had the lowest storage usage
(1.916 MB).

7. Discussion
After analyzing the results, we observe no significant advantages for CPU and RAM usage between configurations,
except for ZstdEncrypt that does not use ChirpStack. For
this reason, we remark that the ChirpStack LoRaWAN server
considerably increases CPU and RAM usage in the fog node.
We also realized that most filtering configurations present
lower storage usage and lower batch transfer times than ZstdEncrypt. Still, they need to decrypt data in the fog, making
it susceptible to intruders. In contrast, ZstdEncrypt keeps
data confidentiality and does not risk the data payload because it compresses the encrypted data received from the
mist. Therefore, there is a trade-off between confidentiality
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Figure 12: Projection of batch transfer time after the connection return, with 24-hour disconnection (logarithmic scale).

Figure 13: Projection for Storage Usage with 24-hour disconnection (logarithmic scale).

disconnection scenario, where it is advantageous to use data
filtering compared NoFilter. Filtering techniques achieve
lower batch transfer times and storage usage compared to
NoFilter. This advantage is particularly evident when the
disconnection time increases because the longer the fog remains disconnected, the more considerable the amount of
data to be transferred to the cloud in the future.
In the disconnection scenario, the configurations with
lossy data filtering had the lowest storage usage, confirming the intuition. However, this type of filtering suppresses
details as it does not keep the original data, which may cause
wrong decisions by the IoT system. The Zstd configuration
uses the Zstandard lossless compression algorithm, but its
storage usage and batch transfer times are higher than other
configurations that use lossy filtering techniques. The noticeable exception is ZstdIdentical, but it loses generality
as identical data requirements limit the application scope.
Therefore, there is a trade-off between lossless and lossy filtering in the fog because lossy compression techniques need
lower storage and transfer batch data faster to the cloud. Still,
it does not preserve the original dataset.
Also, the configurations with the lowest storage usage
do not have the lowest batch transfer times. Therefore, there
is a trade-off between the different Fog-DaRe configurations.
The trade-off also exists for the metrics evaluated and for the
data details in each filtering technique. Consequently, developers need to analyze the application domain to determine
which data flow configuration best suits each IoT system.
Finally, comparing Fog-DaRe to other solutions, we observed that data reduction rates vary between 81.5% and 98.8%,
whereas F2MC [44] achieved 75% and F2C [45] 78%. This
difference is because Fog-DaRe uses more than only one
data reduction method. Also, the Fog-DaRe data filtering
mechanism is configurable, and some filtering methods compress more than others depending on the data values produced by the sensors. However, F2MC [44] also reduces
multimedia file formats, such as AVI, JPEG, or MP3 files,
which is not the focus of Fog-DaRe. Still, it is feasible to
compute new data filtering configurations into Fog-DaRe,
for example, a Python Imaging Library [52], which can shrink
an image file size by reducing its quality.

8. Conclusion
and storage usage, and batch transfer time.
For the scenario where the network is continuously available (section 6.1), we observe that the data filtering techniques reveal advantages for the storage usage compared to
NoFilter. However, suppose the connection is continuously
available. In that case, NoFilter always introduces the lowest
delay because the fog only filters data after when the queue
threshold is reached, which negatively impacts the delay of
filtering techniques. Therefore, there is a trade-off between
packet delay and storage usage.
The batch transfer time and storage usage metrics have
significant variations between different configurations in the

This paper introduces Fog-DaRe that allows the deployment of a resilient data flow for a fog-based IoT system.
Fog-DaRe provides data resilience and deals with the fog resources constraints, implementing mechanisms for filtering
(reducing) the data volume sent and stored by fog nodes. We
also evaluate 10 data flow configurations for the Fog-DaRe
system and assess each configuration in two network availability scenarios. We obtained at least 81.5% storage usage
reduction and 77.7% batch transfer time reduction for longterm disconnections. However, we used only one dataset
considering a smart farming scenario, and the reduction rates
can vary using other dataset scenarios.
For the connection availability scenario, filtering tech-
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niques cause higher packet delays and lower throughput and
storage needs. Therefore, only in specific situations is it advantageous to use data filtering in the connection availability
scenario. We perceive a significant increase in batch transfer
times and storage usage in the scenario with temporary network unavailability as the disconnection time increases. The
study also observes trade-offs between Fog-DaRe configurations regarding the filtered data details, CPU usage, RAM
usage, storage usage, and the batch transfer times.
As future work, we intend to improve Fog-DaRe by incorporating more trustworthiness requirements - as redundancy, load balancing, and security techniques - into the data
flow, aiming at obtaining a more robust, fast, and resilient
IoT system. Additionally, we plan to evaluate our solution
using other datasets and include multimedia data reduction
configurations in Fog-DaRe.
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